RIA 2
(Reamer Irrigator Aspirator)

ASSEMBLY

1. INSERT REAMING ROD SEAL

2. INSERT DRIVE SHAFT INTO TUBE ASSEMBLY

3. ATTACH DRIVE UNIT WITH MODIFIED TRINKLE COUPLING OR JACOBS CHUCK
   CAUTION:
   ONLY use power equipment with DRILL setting with no more than 6 Nm of torque. DO NOT USE power equipment designed for roaming.

4. ATTACH GRAFT FILTER AND ASPIRATION TUBE

5. ATTACH TO SUCTION CANISTER AND VACUUM SOURCE
   NOTE:
   Recommended operating vacuum pressure range is between 200 and 350 mmHg

6. ATTACH IRRIGATION TUBE TO IRRIGATION PORT

7. ATTACH IRRIGATION TUBE TO FLUID BAG*

8. ATTACH REAMER HEAD WITH PROTECTION SLEEVE
   CAUTION:
   Reamer Heads are extremely sharp. Use the provided protective sleeve to handle the Reamer Head.

EXTRACT BONE GRAFT

1. DISCONNECT AND OPEN GRAFT FILTER

2. INSERT GRAFT COMPRESSOR AND PULL WHITE INNER SLEEVE TO EXTRACT EXCESS FLUID

3. PULL WHITE INNER SLEEVE TO EXTRACT GRAFT

DISASSEMBLY

1. REMOVE REAMER HEAD

2. REMOVE DRIVE SHAFT

3. REMOVE REAMING ROD SEAL

*1-2 liter of irrigation fluid (Not provided by DePuy Synthes)

Please see Instructions for Use for a complete description of indications, contraindications, warnings, and precautions.